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About the Book
Is it possible to leave it all behind?
The firstborn of a large Irish-American family, Meg Brennan Roberts is a successful publicist, faithful wife, and
doting mother who prides herself on always making the right decisions. But years of being “the good woman”
have taken a toll and though her winery career thrives, Meg feels burned out and empty, and more
disconnected than ever from her increasingly distant husband. Lonely and disheartened, she attends the
London Wine Fair with her boss, ruggedly handsome vintner, Chad Hallahan. It’s here, alone together in an
exotic city, far from “real” life, that Chad confesses his long-standing desire for Meg.
Overwhelmed, flattered, and desperately confused, Meg returns home, only to suddenly question every
choice she’s ever made, especially that of her marriage. For Meg, something’s got to give, and for once in her
life she flees her responsibilities --- but with consequences as reckless and irreversible as they are liberating.
Now she must decide whether being the person everyone needs is worth losing the woman she was meant to
be.

Discussion Guide
1. In the first chapter, Meg must decide whether or not she can leave her family for a few days to go on a business
trip to London. How does Meg’s identity as a mother and wife conflict with her career? Do you think she settled?
2. Kit, Sarah, and Meg are all in romantic relationships that make them unhappy, yet they can’t leave. Is this a
common, universal situation? What are some other universal feelings like the fear of loneliness and need for
security focused on in the novel that everyone can relate to?
3. Which Brennan sister do you relate to most, and why? What makes all these women similar? What makes them
different?
4. As a teenager, Meg was babysitting when she delegated responsibility to Brianna, who turned her back and
almost let a little girl drown in the family pool. In what way did that incident affect Meg’s relationships with her
sisters? What about her relationship with her dad?
5. Meg’s sisters call her the rock of the family, nicknaming her “Sister Mary Margaret.” What kind of pressure does
this put her under, both in the present and as they were growing up? Does she come to embrace that identity by
the novel’s end?

6. Meg says, “If there’s anything she’d learned growing up in a big family, it’s that talking too much always led to
trouble.” Describe the secrets the Brennans keep from each other, the secrets they gossip about amongst each
other, and why.
7. Discuss the influence of religion and Catholicism in the story—including the role of guilt and shame as feelings
often discussed in Meg’s narrative.
8. Describe how the different beautiful and scenic settings—the Napa Valley vineyards, London, the beach house
in Capitola—influence Meg’s emotions and actions.
9. Meg doesn’t see herself as the confident, beautiful woman that Chad says he sees. Was Meg’s affair with Chad
only physical? Is it possible he took advantage of her vulnerability, or do you believe Chad truly loved her?
10. Meg worked with Chad at the winery for years before starting the affair. In your mind, what was the turning
point for her that started the affair? Does the author give us insight into this?
11. How is Meg’s love for Jack different than her love for Chad? How do those feelings change over time in each
relationship?
12. How did Meg’s affair touch each person in her family—Jack, their kids, her sisters and parents?
13. Sarah and Boone’s relationship has never fully recovered from Boone’s affair. Meg says, “the seed of doubt
had been planted. Sarah and Boone were together but Sarah was no longer secure.” Do you think Meg and Jack’s
relationship will ever truly be repaired? Can a marriage ever truly recover from adultery?
14. Do you sympathize more with Jack or with Meg?
15. Jack’s side of the story isn’t revealed until the last chapter, when he has an honest conversation with Meg
about their reconciliation in the kitchen. Does his defense and his apology change your view of Meg’s affair? Is only
one person to blame, or do they share equal blame for the affair? Would you ever take back a cheating spouse?
16. In the beginning of the book, Meg’s sisters describe her as the dependable, responsible, bossy sister and even
Meg says she is uptight and no fun. By the end of the story, has she changed? What does the last scene at the fair
with Tessa and Gabi imply?
17. Meg believed that “good women were supposed to be strong and selfless.” What do you think makes a person
“good”? Despite the affair, is Meg a good person? A good wife? A good mom, daughter, and sister?
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